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Creating Independence! 






Close Reading 
 
Turn to a partner and take a few minutes to discuss 
Close Reading. 
 
• Choose one word to describe Close Reading. 
• Using your cell phone open a new text message 

window.  
• You will send a text to this number- 37607  
• Begin your text with the numbers 129710 and then 

type one word to describe Close Reading 
 

• Example:   129710  deepening 
 



Close Reading Includes 
• Using short passages and excerpts 
• Using limited pre-reading activity 
• Focusing on the text  
• Deliberate rereading  
• Reading with a pencil 
• Noticing things that are confusing 
• Discussing the text with others 
• Responding to text-dependent questions 
• Used with more complex texts 



Complex Text 

 
Turn to a partner and take a few minutes to discuss factors 
that make a text complex. 
 
• Choose one factor that makes a text complex. 
• Using your cell phone open a new text message 

window.  
• You will send a text to this number- 37607  
• Begin your text with the numbers 129890 and then  

text one factor that makes a text complex. 
 

• Example:   129890  vocabulary 
 



Text Complexity 

• Consider three factors:  
• Qualitative, quantitative, and reader and task 

considerations.  
• Word Sort- Divide your responses to the Poll everywhere 

into the 3 categories 

Qualitative Quantitative Reading and Task 
Considerations 



Characteristics of Each 
• Qualitative 

– Text structure 
– Levels of meaning 
– Vocabulary 
– Knowledge Demands 

• Quantitative 
– Lexile 
– Number of syllables in words 
– Sentence length 

• Reader and Task Considerations 
– Motivation 
– Prior Knowledge 
– Background knowledge 
– Experiences 



What Makes Text Complex? 
• Vocabulary 

– Academic and domain-specific terms 
– Tier 2 and 3 vocabulary 
– Dialect 
– Multiple meaning 

• Syntax 
– Coherence- do events logically connect 
– Unity- focus on topic and not include irrelevant information 

• Text structures 
– Organization 
– Flash backs 

• Text features 
– Headings/subheadings 
– Signal words 



Categories for Close Reading 
• 3 major clusters of LAFS  

– (Language Arts Florida Standards) 
• Key Ideas and Details-focus on the most important 

emphasis of the text 
• Craft and Structure- focus on how the text works- 

vocabulary choices, text structure, or text features 
• Integration of Knowledge and Ideas- focuses on how 

the text relates to other texts, media, or sources 
• Take envelope working with a partner divide 

questions into each of the clusters.  



Question  Sort 

Key Ideas and Details Craft and Structure Integration of Knowledge 
and Ideas 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 



Answers 

Key Ideas and Details Craft and Structure Integration of Knowledge 
and Ideas 

What is the key idea in this 
text? 
 
 
                                            3. 

How does the author’s 
choice of words, the tone of 
language, illuminate the 
author’s point of view on the 
topic?                                    2. 

What is the author’s point of 
view on the topic? 
 
 
                                                1. 

What event did the author 
include to show the reader 
the importance of the 
Gettysburg National 
Cemetery?                          6. 

Explain what “a new nation 
conceived in liberty and 
dedicated to the proposition 
that all men are created 
equal” means?                    5. 

Describe the connection 
between the first paragraph 
and the last paragraph of the 
speech. 
                                               4. 



Steps in Close Reading 

• Distribute Gettysburg Address. 
• Preview title and text features 
 

 
 
 





Steps in Close Reading 
• Preview title and text features 

– Picture 
– Terminology “Address” 
– Bold in quotation marks 

• Number the paragraphs 
• First Read-  Key Ideas and Details 

– Read the entire text independently and as you are reading find 
the answer to the question, “What event did the author 
include to show the reader the  importance of the Gettysburg 
National Cemetery?” 

– Mark the text with KI/D indicating where you found the 
answer 

– Discuss with your partner.  
– Purpose of first read- to independently integrate background 

knowledge with the text 
http://www.online-stopwatch.com/large-stopwatch/ 
 

 
 
 
 
 

http://www.online-stopwatch.com/large-stopwatch/


Second Read- Craft and Structure 

• Reread paragraph 2 (or the first paragraph of the speech).  
• Focus on the Craft and Structure question and explain 

what “a new nation conceived in liberty and dedicated to 
the proposition that all men are created equal.” 

• Feel free to use any resource materials including your 
phone. 

• Share with a group of 4. 
• Be prepared to share your group’s most interesting 

observation with the whole group.  
http://www.online-stopwatch.com/large-stopwatch/ 
 

http://www.online-stopwatch.com/large-stopwatch/


Third Read-  
Integration of Knowledge and Ideas 
• This read goes deeper.  
• Reading for the Integration of Knowledge and Ideas 
• Focus on synthesizing or analyzing the information from 

several texts- but for the sake of time we are focusing on 
just one text. 

• In double groups- “Describe the connection between the 
first paragraph and the last paragraph of the speech.” 

• Getting the ball rolling- 1 person in each group catches the 
ball and shares one connection then tosses the ball to the 
next group. 

• Use discussion as a transition to writing 
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